Introduction -What is Java Analysis Studio?
Java Analysis Studio is a desktop data analysis application aimed primarily at offline analysis of high-energy physics data. The goal is to make the application independent of any particular data format, so that it can be used to analyze data from any experiment. The application features a rich graphical user interface (GUI) aimed at making the program easy to learn and use, but which at the same time allows the user to perform arbitrarily complex data analysis tasks by writing analysis modules in Java. The application can be used either as a standalone application, or as a client for a remote Java Data Server. The client-server mechanism is targeted particularly at allowing remote users to access large data samples stored on a central data center in a natural and efficient way. When the application is first started it presents the user with the interface as shown in figure 1 . The goal is to present the user with a consistent interface from which all analysis tasks can be performed. The user interface is highly customizable to handle different user's preferences and features a number of "Wizards" which guide the user through complex tasks such as starting a new project.
Graphical User Interface
At any point the entire state of a project may be saved to a file and then later restored.
User Analysis Modules
Although some other graphical analysis environments allow users to define their analysis by wiring together pre-built analysis modules, we believe that the complexity of real-life physics analysis problems quickly makes such approaches unworkable. So although JAS allows some simple analysis operations to be performed using the graphical user interface, serious analysis is done by writing analysis modules in Java. Java is an excellent language for performing physics analysis since it is much easier to learn and use than C++, yet at the same time it is a very powerful and fully object-oriented language. Java works by compiling user written classes into a machine independent format called bytecodes. As the bytecodes are executed they are normally translated onthe-fly into native machine code (a process known as just-in-time compilation) so that Java's execution is currently not too much slower than compiled C++. By early next year dynamic optimizers should be available [9] which optimize the code as it executes, and these promise to provide execution speeds which rival or even exceed statically optimized languages such as Fortran. Java modules can be dynamically loaded and unloaded from running programs, with no linking involved, which results in a very fast code, load, run, debug cycle excellent for rapid development of analysis algorithms. Java Analysis Studio is provided with a package of classes for creating, filling and manipulating histograms. This package uses ideas derived from LHC++ [1] , in particular binning of histograms is delegated to a set of "partition" classes allowing great flexibility in defining different types of built-in or user-defined histograms. The built in partition classes support histograming dates and strings as well as integers and floating-point numbers, and also support either traditional HBOOK style binning while filling, or delayed binning which allows histograms to be rebinned and otherwise manipulated using the GUI after they have been filled.
A second package of classes is currently being developed which will support simple operations on three and four vectors, plus event shape analysis and jet finding. This package is based loosely on the C++ CLHEP package [2] and the Jetset event shape and jet finding routines [3] .
Data Formats
Unlike most other data analysis applications which force the user to first translate the data into a particular format understood by that application, Java Analysis Studio is able to analyze data stored in almost any format. It does this by requiring that for any particular data format an interface module be available which can provide the glue between the application and the data. The application is distributed with several built-in Data Interface Modules (DIMs), which provide support for paw [4] n-tuples, hippo [5] n-tuples, SQL databases (implemented using Java's JDBC database interface [6] ), StdHEP files [7] and flat-file n-tuples.
Support is provided for analyzing either n-tuples or arbitrarily complex object hierarchies. While analyzing n-tuple data a number of graphical user interface options are available for plotting columns of data singly or in pairs, as well as applying cuts. The intention is to provide an interface similar to that provided by HippoDraw [8] . While analyzing n-tuple data can sometimes be convenient it is also rather limiting, and therefore we also support analysis events consisting of arbitrarily complex trees of objects. JAS can read data stored on the user's local machine, or stored on a remote data server. The application has been designed from the outset with this clientserver approach in mind, and as a result the interface that is presented to the user is identical whether the data being analyzed is stored locally or on a remote server. When running in client-server mode the user's analysis modules are still edited and compiled locally, but when run the analysis modules are sent over the network and executed on the data server.
Since the analysis modules are written in Java and compiled into machine independent class files it is easy to move them from the users machine to the remote data server. The Java runtime provides excellent built-in security features to prevent user analysis modules from interfering with the operation of the data server on which they are running. When the user requests to see a plot created by an analysis module, only the resulting (binned) data is sent back over the network, resulting in a very modest bandwidth and latency requirements even when analyzing huge data sets. Due to its modest network requirements JAS works quite well even when accessing a remote data server via a 28.8 kb modem.
It is hoped that the client-server features built into Java Analysis Studio will prove particularly useful to researches who typically access data from Universities where it is not possible to store the Petabyte sized data samples typically generated by today's HEP experiments. Using Java Analysis Studio such researchers can still take advantage of the powerful graphical features of their desktop machines, while analyzing data which is stored remotely. The performance of JAS is such that it is quite possible to forget that the data is not located on the local machine. Earlier versions of Java Analysis Studio made use of a commercial charting widget. While there are many excellent commercial charting packages written in Java, they tend to be aimed primarily at developers of web pages or other applications requiring fairly basic charting facilities. To achieve ease of use they are normally packaged as Java beans which export a multitude of properties which can be set by the end user to customize the look of the chart. This approach works well as long as the required features are a subset of those already foreseen by the chart developers, but it does not work well when the chart needs to be extended to implement features that were not foreseen, since these beans are typically not extensible in an object-oriented way.
Histogram and Scatterplot Display
In the most recent version of Java Analysis Studio we have switched to a new set of charting tools which we have written ourselves, while still not precluding the possibility to switch back to a commercial display widget at some point in the future if some better product becomes available. We have developed two separate packages of charting tools, a low level package (called jas.chart) which consists of very general purpose classes such as Axis, Label, ChartAreas, Title, DataOverlay etc. which may be extended and combined together to form higher level charts. The second package (jas.hist) is built on top of the lower level package and provides less general-purpose but easier to use histograms, scatterplots, function fitting etc. Both of these packages have been designed with the intention that they could be used outside of the Java Analysis Studio application for other charting and histograming applications or applets.
In writing the new charting packages we have concentrated on performance and support for direct interaction with the GUI. The charts are very efficient at redrawing themselves, so that they can easily display rapidly changing data. By interacting with the GUI, end users can easily change the title or legends just by clicking on them and typing new information, and can change the range over which data is displayed just by clicking and dragging on the axes. Figure 5 : The Plugin API allows experiment specific extensions to be tightly intgrated into the graphical user interface.
Extending Java Analysis Studio
Java Analysis Studio has been designed to be extended by end users and/or by experiments. A number of API's have been defined to make it possible to build extensions without having to understand the details of the Java Analysis Studio implementation. Currently supported extension API include:
Module API for writing interfaces to new data types. l The Function API for writing new functions. l The Fitter API for writing new fitters. This allows user defined fitters to be used in place of the built-in least squares fitter. (A fitter which used Java's Native Interface to call Minuit would be a useful extension). l A plugin API for writing user or experiment specific extensions to the JAS client.
The Plugin API allows extensions to be tightly integrated into the client GUI by by supporting creation of new menu items, creation of windows and dialogs, and interaction with the event stream. Figure 5 shows two plugins that have been developed for Linear Collider Detector studies, one shows the MC particle hierarchy as a Java tree, and the other is a simple event display. In the future we hope to make available a plugin that will allow a full WIRED [11] event display to run within JAS.
Implementation
The application has been built as far as possible on industry standards and using commercial components where consistent with the goal of making the final application redistributable with no runtime license fees.
Availability
At the time of writing Java Analysis Studio version 1.0 Beta 1 is available for download from our web site at: http://www-sldnt.slac.stanford.edu/jas. Currently we support for Windows (NT/95/98), Linux and Solaris, however since the application is written entirely in Java (except for the optional paw, hippo and stdhep DIM's) it should work on any platform with a JDK 1.1 compliant Java Virtual Machine.
